Go from a wet area to dry area with Altro Aquarius™ and Altro Walkway™ 20

Go from a general area to wet area with ease. With these four matching colors, transitions are unnoticeable. This allows you to keep the same color throughout your design while providing superior slip resistance in areas that need it most. The heat welded seams provide a hygienic and sealed finish that prevents water ingress.

**Typical applications**
- Tubroom to patient room
- Dormitory shower to hallway
- Shower to locker room
- Pool surround to recreational facility

**Transition strips**
Altro’s low profile transition strips work well with wheeled traffic and shuffling feet while keeping water from seeping too far from the drain. Available in four colors that were selected to complement or contrast a wide range of Altro flooring.

**Available colors**
- Cream
  - ASF WETTRIM/01
- Light gray
  - ASF WETTRIM/03
- Medium gray
  - ASF WETTRIM/04
- Light brown
  - ASF WETTRIM/02
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